
Section 2: Sonification Activities

Listen to the “Ted Radio Hour” broadcast referred to on the SJS site - it’s only about 8.5 minutes
long, and is an excellent introduction to sonification.
Non-computer Activities:

1. Trail mix Activity
a. Use a set amount of trail mix (½ to 1 cup for each group)
b. The trail mix will be the  “collected data”. Have each group sort their “data” by an

agreed upon characteristic.
c. Upon completion compare sort methods across the groups. Then discuss:

i. Astronomers can access data in many ways
ii. Sonification is one of these ways.
iii. How does the trail mix activity help?

2. Using tones(there are many free tone apps available for the smart phone)
a. Direct students, all with sleep masks on, to follow directions from a beginning

point on tactile graph paper.(a pack of this graph paper can be ordered online).
b. OR: Use the whiteboard or chalkboard. - place a beginning and end point. Have

one or more students give navigation directions between the points using tones,
one tone for right, one for left, one for up, and a different one for down.

3. Line Activity: (A large people demo)
a. Put students in a straight line. Have them put on sleep masks. Play tone. High

tone, go right. Low tone, go left. After a few tones, let kids take off blindfolds and
see where they ended up. (maybe volume tells how large of a step to take?)
Make adjustments to your group.

Computer Activities:
The instructions for the activities are on the SJS site.

1. Import Shapes from the sample file under IDATA.
2. Play with sonification and the shapes:

a. There are two different region modes under the sonification tool, custom and
viewport. Have the students:

i. Custom: Play with the time and tone navigation buttons. How does this
change things?

1. What information is given to you?
ii. Viewport

1. What options are available? Play!
3. With sleep masks on, have the students listen to each shape.

a. Now have them guess the shapes you play for the whole class.
iii. What information did they listen for?
iv. What was their evidence for the different shapes?

4. Have them listen to an astronomical image.
a. If you use M83 under IDATA sample images, you can have them compare it to a

tactile version, or a puffy version.
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